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I.VOCABULARY: 

 A. Complete the sentences using the pictures.(1.5pts) 

1. The doctor is measuring the man’s  blood -----------------       

                                                                               

2. In Iran, men ------------ hands when they greet each other.      

3. I bought the rug.  I got a  40 percent -------------- .   

 

 

 

              

 B. Match the definitions in column A with the words in B.( one extra word in B)( 1 pt) 

                                   A                                                                            B  
1. to continue to be or to live  (   )                                                       a. exist  

2. to stop something from happening (   )                                            b. vary  
3. something that is made or grown to be sold or used  (   )                c. reflect                              
4. to be different from each other   (   )                                                d. product  

                                                                                                              e. prevent  

C. Read the sentences and choose the best option.( 2pts) 

1. I’m not an artist, but I ------------- fine works of art.  
    a. exchange            b. appreciate           c. increase            d. communicate 
2. There is great ----------- of ideas on the best way to lose weight. 

    a. relationship        b. diversity              c. condition          d. measurement 

3. Every year, she spends ------------- amount of money on shoes she will never wear.  
    a. unique                b. simple                 c. vast                   d. valuable 
4. It’s ------------ the best museum in Iran.  
 
a. absolutely          b. fluently              c. physically          d. recently 
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D. Use appropriate suffixes or prefixes in the list below to make new words. (1.5 pts) 

    ( ity / re / in / less / al / dis )                                                                                                              
culture : -----------           real : -----------        home : ------- 

 dependent : -------------  start: -------------     agree : ------------                                                        

 E. Read the words in the list below and find the pairs of synonyms and antonyms.( 1pt)  

    ( calm / gain / relaxed / form / often / make up / rarely / lose )   

     Synonyms:                                      Antonyms 
    ----------- = -------------                 ----------- # ----------                                                                                                                

-    ---------- = -------------                ----------- # ------------ 

II. GRAMMAR: 

F. Choose the best option. ( 2 pts )  

1. Tom asked me ----------- tell anyone what had happened.   
    a. not                b. not to               c. to not            d. do not 
2. May I have ---------- more coffee, please?   

    a. lots of           b. any                  c. some              d. few  

3. The teacher ------------ her students to choose the English course.   
    a. avoided        b. advised             c. prevented       d. stopped 
4. Take ---------- your shoes when you enter the house.  

     a. out              b. away                  c.  after              d. off   

G. Answer the following questions using the pictures given. ( 1.5 pts)   

  

1. How much rice did you buy?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. What will happen if he practices hard?                                        

3. Are they friends?  

Yes, They are. They ------------------friends since 8 years ago.                                     

H. Each sentence contains an error. Find the error and correct it. ( 0.75 pt)  
  

1. I haven’t had this much fun since I have been a kid.   

2. There are much bread on the table.  

3. Would you please wake up her before noon?   
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III.WRITING:  

I. Judy is talking with her mother. Read their conversation and fill in the blanks with 

the correct forms of the verbs in parentheses. ( 1.5 pts)  

 Judy:  Mom, Let’s go out. I’m tired of ----------- (stay) home all day.  

Mother:  Ok, Have you finished ----------- (clean) your room? What about your homework?  

Judy : Yeah ,I cleaned my room two hours ago and I’ve  just----------- ( do) all my  homework.  
Mother: Well, If I --------- (have) time, I---------- (take) you somewhere.                            
Judy: Wow! I’m happy ----------- (hear) that.   

  

J. Put the words in order to make meaningful sentences. ( 2 pts )  

1. mother / if / get / bored / your/ what / do / will / you ?  
   -------------------------------------------------------------------?                                 
2. uncle / given / smoking / yet / my / hasn’t / up .  

  ------------------------------------------------------------.  

IV. READING:  

K. Match the two halves to make meaningful sentences.( one extra item in B) (1 pt)  

                A                                                                                                 B   
1. Language is -------------------.                                    a. he gets too much sleep everyday  

2.Besides being a couch potato ,----------------.            b. of paintings of all kinds  
3. Jane has a nice collection -----------------.                 c. on health conditions                          
4. The teacher gave some useful hints ---------------     d. moral and social values   

                                                                                       e. special ability of humans   

L. Read the  following paragraph and fill in the blanks with the words given.(1.25 pts)  

( matter / means / region / despite / imagine / respect )  

All languages are really valuable, ----------- their differences. Every language is an amazing  
 ---------- of communication that meets the needs of its own speakers. It is impossible to ------ 
the world without language. Therefore, we should -------------- all languages, no ------------ 
how different they are and how many speakers they have.   

  

M. Read the paragraphs below and answer the questions. ( 3 pts)  

Part 1  
Having a healthy diet can help have good health. food like vegetables and fruits should  be 
eaten several times each day. It is also important to eat foods high in fiber such as beans, 
grains, fruit and vegetables. Fiber helps your body to digest the food you eat. It also helps 
your body in other ways such as decreasing the chance of getting cancers, heart disease and 
diabetes. Avoiding foods with a lot of sugar, salt and fat is a good idea. Eating these kinds of 
foods can lead to a variety of health problems. The main one is obesity. Obesity means having 
so much fat on your body that you are risking your health.  

Questions: ( 1 pt)  
1. What is one cause of obesity?  

    a)A lot of exercise         b)Foods high in fiber         c)Unhealthy foods   

2. Which of the words below means" to change food so that it can be used by the body"?  
    a) Digest                         b)Diet                                 c)Diabetes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
3.The pronoun" it" in line three refers to ------------.  
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Part 2 

When we talk of carpets, the name of Iran comes to mind. In fact, the words of carpet and 
Iran are synonyms in any language. Carpets are a powerful symbol of the Iranian talent in art. 

The art of carpet weaving in Iran is deeply connected with the culture and the customs of the 
people of this land and it sources from their feelings. Iranian skillful carpet weavers mix 

wonderful patterns with excellent colors, an art which is only expected from great painters.    
The patterns of Iranian carpets are mostly taken from those of the unique Iranian tile work 

and miniature. Images of garden, full of flowers and trees reflect paradise. Everyone can 
have this little paradise in his house.  

Questions: ( 1 pt)  

1. What do the patterns of Persian carpet reflect?  

   -------------------------------------------------------.     

2. Iranian carpets have been good models for Iranian miniature and tile work. True  or  False   

3. Iranian skillful carpet weavers are like great painters.  True  or  False  

  

     
wish you the best  

 Siavoshi & Bandehnejad 
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